Fabric Sopair Ducts

A versatile fabric air ducting system designed for efficient air distribution and easy installation.

Features:
- Custom sizes and design
- Manufactured of white 5.2 oz. Woven Polyethylene
- Meets ASTM-E-84 flame spec
- Mildew resistant
- Customized to suit specific air flow requirement
- Aesthetically designed
- Lightweight
- Easily attaches to exhaust fans and metal corner elbows
- Exhaust end of duct can be closed, grommeted, or zipperred

Applications:
- Air make-up
- Air distribution
- Temperature and humidity control
- Ventilation systems
- Draft reduction

Benefits:
- Low costs (vs. sheet metal ducting)
- Easily installed/suspended
- Economical to replace
- Reduces energy usage and energy costs
- Improves employee comfort
- Quieter air delivery
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